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(57) ABSTRACT 

In one embodiment, a computer accessible medium com
prises a plurality of instructions. The plurality of instruc
tions, when executed, present a graphical view of a first 
computer system configuration and a second computer sys
tem configuration. The first computer system configuration 
comprising a first plurality of computer system resources. 
Similarly, the second computer system configuration com
prises a second plurality of computer system resources. The 
plurality of instructions, when executed, also provide a 
mechanism to capture data representing at least a first 
resource of the first plurality of computer system resources 
from the first computer system configuration and insert the 
data in the second computer system configuration. A similar 
method and computer system are contemplated. In some 
embodiments, the computer system resources include one or 
more volumes and mappings to one or more storage devices. 
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GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE FOR 
MAPPING COMPUTER RESOURCES 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention is related to the field of computer resource 

management and, in some embodiments, managing storage 
resources in a computer system. 

2 
from the first computer system configuration and insert the 
data in the second computer system configuration. A similar 
method and computer system are contemplated. 

In another embodiment, a computer accessible medium 
comprising a plurality of instructions which, when executed, 
present a graphical view of a first configuration comprising 
a first mapping of one or more volumes to one or more 
storage devices. The plurality of instructions, when 
executed, also present a graphical view of a second con-

2. Description of the Related Art 
Various software tools exist for managing/modifYing the 

configuration of a computer system. For example, there are 
tools for managing the software configuration (e.g. installing 
and removing software components as desired) as well as for 
managing the hardware configuration. Hardware configura
tion tools may include various tools for managing the 
storage devices in the computer system, and particularly the 
mapping of volumes to the storage devices. For example, 
tools involved in the restoration of a computer system from 

10 figuration comprising a second mapping of one or more 
volumes to one or more storage devices. Furthermore, the 
plurality of instructions, when executed, provide a mecha
nism to capture data representing at least a first volume from 
the first mapping and insert the data in the second configu-

15 ration. 

a backup image as well as tools involved in managing 20 

storage configuration on a functioning system (e.g. volume 
management tools and/or filesystem tools) may manage the 
mapping of volumes to storage devices. 

Generally, the various configuration tools present a text or 
graphical view of the current configuration of a computer 25 

system and permit a user to make changes to the configu
ration. The changes are implemented on the current con
figuration, and the updated configuration may then be pre
sented. While such an interface permits changes to be made, 
it is difficult for the user to envision the effect of the changes 30 

on the configuration prior to actually making the changes on 
the computer system. If the change has an undesirable effect, 
the user must then reverse the change. Both effecting the 
change and reversing the change may be lengthy, time
consuming operations. Also, in some cases, a change may 35 

not be reversible. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The following detailed description makes reference to the 
accompanying drawings, which are now briefly described. 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a system 
including a set of servers and a client. 

FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating operation of one embodi
ment of a mapping tool that may be used in one embodiment 
of the system shown in FIG. 1. 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of one embodiment of accepting 
user input. 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a user 
interface provided by the mapping tool at the start of 
mapping. 

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a user 
interface provided by the mapping tool, illustrating a drag 
and drop function. 

FIG. 6 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a user 
interface provided by the mapping tool, illustrating a drop 
down menu. 

FIG. 7 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a user 
interface provided by the mapping tool, illustrating an 
example of mapping. 

FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating operation of one embodi
ment of a quick map feature. 

FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating operation of one embodi
ment of a best fit feature. 

FIG. 10 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a 
45 computer accessible medium. 

Exemplary configuration tools may include various vol
ume management tools, which present the user with the 
current mapping of volumes to storage devices in the 
computer system and allow the user to make changes to the 40 

volume mapping. Exemplary products may include the 
VERITAS Volume ManagerTM available from VERITAS 
Software Corporation (Mountain View, Calif.), including the 
VERITAS Visual Administrator™ or the VERITAS Enter
prise Administrator™. Exemplary products further include 
the Windows Disk Administrator in the Windows™ operat
ing system from Microsoft Corp. (Redmond, Wash.). Other 
tools may include tools involved in the restoration of a 
backed-up image of a computer system (either to that 
computer system or to a different computer system). Some 
such tools (e.g. the VERITAS Bare Metal Restore™ product 
from VERITAS Software Corporation) permit the user to 
change certain volume attributes as part of the restoration. 

While the invention is susceptible to various modifica
tions and alternative forms, specific embodiments thereof 
are shown by way of example in the drawings and will 
herein be described in detail. It should be understood, 

50 however, that the drawings and detailed description thereto 
are not intended to limit the invention to the particular form 
disclosed, but on the contrary, the intention is to cover all 
modifications, equivalents and alternatives falling within the 
spirit and scope of the present invention as defined by the 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 55 appended claims. 

In one embodiment, a computer accessible medium com
prises a plurality of instructions. The plurality of instruc
tions, when executed, present a graphical view of a first 
computer system configuration and a second computer sys- 60 

tem configuration. The first computer system configuration 
comprising a first plurality of computer system resources. 
Similarly, the second computer system configuration com
prises a second plurality of computer system resources. The 
plurality of instructions, when executed, also provide a 65 

mechanism to capture data representing at least a first 
resource of the first plurality of computer system resources 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 

The mapping tool described herein may be applicable 
with a variety of different configuration tools. An example 
will first be described with regard to a system restoration 
tool. Additional examples are also described for other types 
of configuration tools. The examples given are not meant to 
be exhaustive. Any configuration tool may implement the 
mapping described herein. 

Turning now to FIG. 1, a block diagram of one embodi
ment of a system comprising several servers and a client is 
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shown. In the illustrated embodiment, a bare metal restore 
(BMR) server 10, a boot server 12, a file server 14, a backup 
server 16, and a client 18 are shown. The BMR server 10 is 
coupled to the boot server 12, the file server 14 and the 
backup server 16. The BMR server 10 may also be coupled 
to the client 18, in some embodiments. The client 18 is 
coupled to the boot server 12, the file server 14 and the 
backup server 16. FIG. 1 is illustrative of logical relation
ships between the servers and client. Physical connection 
may be established in any desired fashion (e.g. any type of 
network, combinations of networks, shared memory, etc.). 

The client 18 comprises a computer system that may be 
restored using the servers 10, 12, 14, and 16. That is, the data 
to be stored on the client 18 is backed-up in a backup image 
20 on the backup server 16. The data may have been backed 
up from the client 18 previously, and may be restored due to 
a failure in the client 18 (either hardware, software, or a 
combination thereof) or other loss of the data in the client 18. 
Alternatively, the data may have been backed up from 
another computer system (not shown) that subsequently 
experienced an irreparable failure or is otherwise being 
replaced by the client 18. The backup server 16 may 
implement any backup solution (e.g. the VERITAS Net
BackupTM product from VERITAS Software Corporation, or 
any other VERITAS backup product or backup product from 
any other vendor). 

At the time the backup is performed, a record is made of 
the system configuration. The record is illustrated as the 
client configuration file 26 on the BMR server 10 in FIG. 1, 
although the record may be stored in any form. In some 
embodiments, the client configuration file 26 may be part of 
the backup image 20 as well, or the client configuration file 
26 may be stored only as part of the backup image 20 and 
may be retrieved by the BMR server 10 when a client restore 
is to be performed. The record may be created by BMR 
software (e.g. either the client software executing on the 
client being backed up, or by the server software on the 
BMR server 10). 

The client configuration file 26 may store various infor
mation describing the client system configuration. For 
example, the system configuration may include the number, 
type, and size of storage devices in the client system. The 
system configuration may further include an identification of 
the volumes on the storage devices, including the layout of 
volumes on the storage devices and the attributes of the 
volumes. Other system configuration data may include the 
number and type of processors, the amount of memory, and 
information on other peripheral devices such as network 
interface hardware, printer hardware, user interface devices, 
etc. 

The file server 14 may provide the client 18 with various 
software (reference numeral 22) used during the restore 
process, which may include the operating system software 
(e.g. operating system commands and libraries), BMR client 
software, backup client software, etc. The file server 14 may 
implement any file system usable over a network (e.g. 
network file system (NFS), Server Message Block (SMB) 
for Microsoft Windows™ or Samba for Unix-like imple
mentations, etc.). The boot server 12 may be used to provide 

4 
embodiments, a media boot is supported in which the boot 
image 24 and software 22 are stored on a computer acces
sible medium such as a compact disc, and the disc is used to 
boot the client 18. In such embodiments, the boot server 12 
and the file server 14 may be eliminated. 

In one embodiment, each of the BMR server 10, the boot 
server 12, the file server 14, and the backup server 16 may 
comprise computer systems configured to execute the cor
responding server software. In some embodiments, one or 

10 more of the servers 10, 12, 14, and 16 may be combined onto 
the same physical computer system, as desired. 

As part of the customized boot procedure, the configura
tion of the client's storage subsystem is restored. As men
tioned above, in some cases, the client 18 may have a 

15 different set of storage devices then that indicated in the 
client configuration file 26. For example, different sets of 
storage devices may be encountered if the client 18 is a 
different physical computer system than the computer sys
tem that was backed-up to create the backup image 20, or if 

20 a storage device or devices are replaced with different 
devices. The BMR server 10 may permit the restoration to 
the different disk configuration. In the illustrated embodi
ment, a mapping tool 28 is provided to allow the user to map 
the volumes identified in the client configuration file 26 to 

25 the storage devices included in the client 18. Additionally, 
the mapping tool 28 may permit various attributes of the 
volumes to be changed by the user. In some embodiments, 
the mapping tool 28 may execute on the BMR server 10. In 
other embodiments, the mapping tool 28 may execute else-

30 where (e.g. on the client 18, as illustrated in dotted form in 
FIG. 1). 

The mapping tool 28 may graphically display the storage 
system configuration from the backed-up system (referred to 
as the "original configuration") and a storage system con-

35 figuration developed by the user (referred to as the "new 
configuration"). Both the original configuration and the new 
configuration may be visible to the user. For example, the 
original configuration and the new configuration may be 
displayed in separate panels within the same window. Alter-

40 natively, the original configuration and the new configura
tion may be displayed in separate windows, which may be 
moved, resized, etc. separately and which may be permitted 
to overlap each other on the display screen. 

The mapping tool 28 may also provide one or more 
45 mechanisms for capturing data from the original configura

tion and inserting the data in the new configuration. The data 
may represent one or more resources in the original con
figuration (e.g. one or more volumes, in this embodiment). 
For example, the data may describe the resource and its 

50 attributes (e.g. the volume name, its size, and other volume 
attributes, if any). Various capturing mechanisms may be 
supported. For example, the mapping tool 28 may support a 
"drag and drop" mechanism. In a drag and drop mechanism, 
a user may use a user interface device to select a graphical 

55 element and to either move the graphical element to another 
location on the screen or make a copy of the graphical 
element in the other location on the screen by manipulating 
the user interface tool to indicate the other location. In some 

a boot image 24 to the client 18. When the client 18 is booted 60 

to perform a restore, the client 18 may use standard network 
boot protocols to boot using the boot image 24. The boot 
image 24 may include a customized boot procedure created 

embodiments, the selected graphical element may move 
around the screen in response to manipulations of the user 
interface tool, providing the visual effect of "dragging" the 
graphical element around the screen. In the present embodi
ment, the graphical elements may include graphical depic
tions of storage devices and volumes on the storage devices. 
Thus, a user may capture data representing a volume by 
dragging the graphical element corresponding to the volume 

by the BMR server 10 to restore the client 18 to the state 
corresponding to the backup image 20 (including the data in 65 

the backup image 20, along with the configuration of the 
computer system at the time of the backup). In some from the original configuration panel to the new configura-
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tion panel, and may insert the data representing the volume 
into the new configuration by dropping the graphical ele
ment on the depiction of the desired storage device in the 
new configuration. 

For example, the user interface device may be a mouse. 
The user may select the graphical element by depressing the 
"left" mouse button while a cursor on the screen (controlled 
by mouse movements) is over the graphical element. The 
user may hold the left button down and move the mouse 10 

until the cursor is over the desired location. Releasing the 
mouse button may "drop" the graphical element at the 
desired location. While a mouse may be used as an exem
plary user interface device herein, in other embodiments, 
other devices may be used. For example, a touch pad that 15 

responds to user touch may be used to move the cursor 
around on the screen (and/or taps on the touch pad may be 
used in place of the mouse button clicks). In still other 
embodiments, a display screen that responds to user touch 
may be a user interface device. Arrow keys or other keys on 20 

a keyboard may be used as a user interface device (with each 
key or key combination indicating a direction of movement 
on the screen). 

In the illustrated embodiment, the mapping tool 28 may 25 

initialize the original configuration graphical display by 
reading the client configuration file 26, and the new con
figuration graphical display may be empty (e.g. depictions of 
the storage devices in the client 18 may be displayed without 
any volumes depicted on them). In some embodiments, a 30 

partition may be included in the new configuration to permit 
temporary installation of the operating system (e.g. some 
embodiments in which the mapping tool 28 is executed on 
the client 18 may include such a partition, although other 
embodiments may execute the mapping tool 28 on the client 35 

18 without such a partition). The user may model various 
possible mappings of the volumes from the original con
figuration to the new configuration by dragging and drop
ping the graphical elements from the original configuration 

6 
modifY the attributes. In another embodiment, a wizard may 
provide a set of steps to guide the user through the process 
of changing attributes. 

In the present embodiment, the original configuration is 
essentially static. That is the user may not be permitted to 
change the original configuration. Rather, the user maps 
volumes from the original configuration to the new configu
ration. 

Other embodiments may support other mechanisms for 
capturing configuration data from the original configuration 
and inserting the configuration data in the new configura
tion. For example, a copy and paste mechanism may be used 
in which a graphical element is selected, copied to a tem
porary memory such as the "clipboard" in Windows sys-
tems, a target location in the new configuration is selected, 
and the copied graphical element is pasted from the tempo-
rary memory to the target location. Selecting of graphical 
elements and target locations may, e.g., be performed using 
the tab key on a keyboard or the mouse. Copying and pasting 
may be accomplished, e.g., using a key stroke, a combina
tion of key strokes, or a menu selection. 

In another embodiment, a wizard may be provided for 
capturing configuration data from the original configuration 
and inserting the configuration data in the new configura
tion. As used herein, a wizard may comprise software code 
which displays a set of steps as a series of windows, guiding 
the user through various choices to complete a configuration 
action. For the present embodiment, for example, the user 
may select a graphical element in the original configuration 
and launch a wizard (e.g. from a "right" click drop down 
menu) to capture the configuration data, optionally modifY 
the volume attributes, and insert the configuration data into 
the new configuration. The user may be prompted to select 
one or more storage devices in the new configuration to 
which the volume is to be mapped, and may be presented 
with the volume attributes and permitted to change the 
volume attributes. 

As used herein, a graphical view of a configuration may 
refer to a representation of the configuration, where at least 

to the new configuration. 
In some embodiments, dragging and dropping volumes 

into the new configuration does not actually effect the 
configuration on the client 18. Thus, the user may model 
various configurations until the user is satisfied with the 
configuration, and then may commit the configuration. In 
some embodiments, the user may be permitted to tempo
rarily create invalid configurations (e.g. by mapping more 
volumes to a storage device than the storage device has 
space for, or violating other constraints on the number/type 
of volumes on the storage device). Permitting the invalid 
configurations may provide flexibility to the user interface, 
allowing less user input to arrive at the desired configura
tion. Committing the configuration may lead to the imple
mentation of the configuration on the client 18. 

40 a portion of the representation is provided pictorially on a 
display device using one or more graphical elements. Each 
graphical element may be a pictorial representation (that is, 
at least a portion of its meaning is derived from its appear
ance on the screen). Graphical views and graphical elements 

In some embodiments, the user may be permitted to 
change one or more attributes of the volume during the 
process of mapping volumes to the new configuration. 
Attributes may include the size of the volume, the volume's 
type, and various protection/performance features such as 
mirroring, striping, redundant array of inexpensive disk 
(RAID) level, spauning, etc. For example, when a graphical 
element is dropped into the new configuration, the mapping 
tool 28 may pop up a window with the attributes shown (e.g. 

45 may contain text as well. 
It is noted that the term "volume" may refer to any defined 

amount of storage on one or more storage devices. In 
addition to its size and the storage device or device on which 
it is allocated, a volume may, in some cases, have other 

50 attributes (e.g. protection/performance features such as mir
roring, striping, RAID level, spanning, simple, etc.). The 
term volume may include, for example, logical volume as 
used in Unix-type operating systems such as Linux, AIX 
from IBM Corp., Solaris from Sun Microsystems, etc. The 

55 term volume may also include, for example, a volume and/or 
a volume set as define by various volume manager software 
such as VERITAS Volume ManagerTM from VERITAS 
Software Corporation. The term volume may further include 
a partition as used, e.g., in the Microsoft Windows™ and/or 

60 disk operating system (DOS) operating systems. A partition 
may be a division of storage on a single disk drive, isolating 
the partitioned storage from other storage on the disk drive. 
Partitions may be primary or extended. The term volume 

a so-called "properties box" in Windows systems) and the 
user may be permitted to change attributes. Alternatively, the 65 

user may select (e.g. "right" click) a graphical element in the 
new configuration and may select the properties box to 

may further refer to volume groups. 
Turning next to FIG. 2, a flowchart is shown illustrating 

operation of one embodiment of the mapping tool 28. The 
mapping tool 28 may be implemented in software. In such 
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embodiments, the mapping tool 28 may comprise instruc
tions which, when executed, implement the flowchart shown 
in FIG. 2. 

The mapping tool 28 may obtain the original and new 
configurations (block 40). For example, in the illustrated 
embodiment, the original configuration may be defined in 
the client configuration file 26. The new configuration may 
be obtained from the client 18. In some embodiments, the 
mapping tool 28 may be supplied with a configuration file 
similar to the client configuration file 26 that describes the 
storage devices in the client 18 (e.g. type and size). For 
example, a discovery process may be performed on the 
client 18, the results of which may be included in the 
configuration file corresponding to the client 18. The dis
covery process may identifY the hardware in the client 18, 
including various storage devices. In some embodiments, 
the discovery process may include a discovery boot. 

The mapping tool 28 may create a temporary represen
tation of the new configuration (block 42). For example, the 
mapping tool 28 may store a temporary representation in 
memory on the computer system on which the mapping tool 

8 
display the configurations and accept additional input. The 
mapping tool 48 may inform the user in a variety of fashions, 
depending on the nature of the problem. For example, if the 
volumes mapped to a storage device exceed the capacity of 
the storage device, the user may be informed by altering the 
display of that storage device and/or the volumes thereon 
(e.g. coloring the display of the storage device and/or the 
volumes thereon red, displaying a graphical element that 
indicates error on or near the depiction of the storage device, 

10 etc.). The temporary representation of the new configuration 
may still be updated in such cases, to permit the user to 
correct the problem as the user sees fit. As another example, 
the user may be informed with a pop-up box or other user 
message interface. The message may describe the problem, 

15 and the temporary representation may or may not be 
updated. In some embodiments, the mapping tool 48 may 
suggest a correction to the problem in the pop-up box, and 
the user may accept or reject the suggested correction. If the 
user accepts the suggested correction, the temporary repre-

20 sentation may be updated with the volume and the suggested 
correction. 

28 is executing, and/or on a storage device in the computer 
system. The temporary representation may be updated as 
data is inserted into the new configuration (e.g. using drag 
and drop, copy and paste, and/or wizard mechanisms) until 25 

the user commits the modifications to the new configuration. 

If the user's input is valid (decision block 48, "yes" leg), 
the mapping tool 48 may update the temporary representa
tion of the new configuration to reflect the user's input 
(block 52). If the user has not committed the new configu
ration (decision block 54, "no" leg), the mapping tool 28 

The mapping tool 28 may graphically display the original 
and new configurations on a display device (e.g. a video 
monitor) for viewing by the user (block 44) and may accept 
user input (block 46). User input may be provided using any 30 

mechanisms supported by the mapping tool. An example of 
accepting user input is shown in FIG. 3 and described in 
more detail below. 

may return to block 44 to display the configurations (includ
ing updates to the new configuration made by the user) and 
accept additional user input. On the other hand, if the user 
does commit the new configuration (decision block 54, 
"yes" leg), the mapping tool 28 may perform validation 
checks on the new configuration (decision block 56). The 
validation checks represented by decision block 56 may be 
similar to the validation checks represented by decision In some embodiments, if a user input indicates a modi

fication of the new configuration, the mapping tool 28 may 
provide at least some validation checking on the modifica
tion (decision block 48). For example, the mapping tool 28 
may verify that the mapping of volumes to storage devices 
in the new configuration meets any operating-system spe
cific requirements (if any), that the mapping of volumes to 
storage devices does not exceed the storage capacity on the 
storage devices, that the mapping of a volume to two or more 
storage devices (if any) meets any requirements for such 
mappings, and/or that any changes to the volume imple
mented by the user as part of inserting the volume into the 
new configuration are permissible. An example of operating
system specific requirements, in clients using the Microsoft 
Windows™ operating system, may include a requirement 
that partitions and other types of volumes are not mixed on 
the same storage device and a requirement that a maximum 
of 4 primary partitions are included on the same storage 
device. An example of verifying mapping of a volume to two 
or more storage devices may include, for a striped volume, 
that each stripe is mapped to a different physical storage 
device. Similar constraints may exist for mirrored volumes 
or RAID volumes, in some embodiments. An example of 
verifying the changes to the volume may include, if a user 
reduces the size of the volume, that the reduced size is not 
smaller than the amount of data actually stored in the 
volume. Any set of validation checking may be implemented 
in various embodiments. Additionally, not all validation 
checking may be performed in response to accepting user 
input. In some embodiments, no validation checking may be 
performed (that is, decision block 48 may be eliminated). 

If a validation check fails (decision block 48, "no" leg), 
the mapping tool 48 may inform the user of the problem with 
the mapping (block 50), and may return to block 44 to 

35 block 48. In some embodiments, some validation checks 
may be easier to perform after the user has committed the 
new configuration, or may take longer to perform than may 
be desirable while the user is providing input. Such valida
tion checks may be performed at decision block 56, while 

40 other validation checks may be performed at decision block 
48. In other embodiments, all validation checks may be 
performed at decision block 48 and decision block 56 may 
be eliminated. In still other embodiments, all validation 
checks may be performed at decision block 56 and decision 

45 block 48 may be eliminated. In yet other embodiments, no 
validation may be performed and both decision blocks 48 
and 56 may be eliminated. 

If the new configuration is not valid (decision block 56, 
"no" leg), the mapping tool 48 may inform the user of the 

50 problem (block 50) and may return to block 44 to display the 
configurations and to accept additional user input (to solve 
the problem). In some embodiments, the mauner in which 
the user is informed of a particular problem (block 50) may 
differ if the validation checks are being performed subse-

55 quent to the user committing the new configuration (decision 
block 56) as compared to the validation checks being 
performed before user commit (decision block 48). 

If the new configuration is valid (decision block 56, "yes" 
leg), the mapping tool 28 may cause the modifications to the 

60 new system configuration (block 58). For example, in some 
embodiments the mapping tool 28 may write out a new 
client configuration file, similar to the client configuration 
file 26, that may be used to configure the client 18 in the 
restore operation. For example, the new client configuration 

65 file may be used by the BMR server 10 to generate the 
customized boot procedure for the client, as described 
above. In other embodiments, the mapping tool 28 may 
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update the client configuration file 26 rather than creating a 
new client configuration file. Any mechanism for imple
menting the new configuration may be used. 

Tuming now to FIG. 3, a flowchart is shown illustrating 
one embodiment of accepting user input (block 46 in FIG. 
2). The mapping tool 28 may be implemented in software. 
In such embodiments, the mapping tool 28 may comprise 
instructions which, when executed, implement the flowchart 
shown in FIG. 3 for block 46. 

The flowchart of FIG. 3 accepts user input using a mouse 
(and optionally a keyboard in some cases). Other embodi
ments may employ other user interface devices in addition 

10 
user through steps to map the volume to the new configu
ration (e.g., as described above) (block 78). If the user 
selects the unmap item (decision block 80, "yes" leg), the 
mapping tool 28 may delete the selected volume from the 
temporary representation on the new configuration (block 
82). The unmap item may generally be used to undo a 
modification previously made to the new configuration (e.g. 
because the user has changed his mind, or to change the 
results of the quick map feature). Not shown in FIG. 3 is 

10 that, if the user clicks somewhere else than on one of the 
items in the menu, the menu may be closed without any 
operation being performed (i.e. no menu item is selected). 
Again, various embodiments may include various error to, or instead of, a mouse. For the discussion herein, refer

ence may be made to the "left" mouse button and the "right" 
mouse button. These buttons may refer to the buttons on the 15 

left and right of the top side of a standard mouse when 
viewed by the user. However, which button operates as the 
"left" and "right" mouse button may be configurable in 
software. Additionally, various types of mice and/or similar 
pointer devices may locate the buttons in different places 
dependent on the design of the device. 

checking, as desired. 
In some embodiments, function may be assigned to a "fly 

over" of a volume. A fly over occurs if the cursor stops over 
a graphical element but no mouse button is depressed or 
clicked within a certain period of time after the cursor 
movement stops. For example, in this embodiment, if a fly 

20 over of a volume occurs, the mapping tool 28 may display 
the properties box for the volume, similar to block 74 (block 
86). It is noted that some of the functionality shown in FIG. 3 

may not be part of the mapping tool 28 itself. For example, 
the functionality may be part of the underlying operating 
system or user interface (e.g. Windows™, XWindows for 
Unix-type systems, etc.). 

FIG. 3 illustrates three types of user input (block 60). 
Other embodiments may accept other types of user input in 
addition to the types shown in FIG. 3 or a subset of the types 
shown in FIG. 3, or may accept other types of user input 
instead of the types shown in FIG. 3. If the left button is 
down (or depressed), the mapping tool 28 may select the 
volume identified by the mouse (block 62). That is, at the 
time the left button is depressed, the cursor may be over the 
identified volume on the screen. If the button has not been 
released (decision block 64, "no" leg), the mapping tool 28 
continues to wait for the button release. During the time that 
the left button is down, the user may move the mouse to 
position the selected volume over one of the storage devices 
in the display of the new configuration. If the button has 
been released (decision block 64, "yes" leg), the mapping 
tool 28 may place the selected volume on the identified 
storage device (block 66). That is, the identified storage 
device is the storage device over which the cursor is dis
played on the screen when the left button is released. Block 
66 may involve recording an indication of the storage device 
so that the mapping tool 28 may update the temporary 
representation of the new configuration to reflect mapping 
the volume to the identified storage device. Thus, blocks 62, 
64, and 66 may represent an embodiment of a drag and drop 
mechanism. Various error checking may be performed in 
various embodiments (not shown in FIG. 3), as desired. 

It is noted that blocks 72, 76, and 80 may represent 
independent events and the order of the blocks 72, 76, and 

25 80 is not intended to indicate a program order for processing 
the events. 

FIGS. 4-7 are block diagrams illustrating one embodi
ment of the user interface provided by the mapping tool 28 
for the user. Many variations on the user interface are 

30 possible. Any graphical element may be used to illustrate a 
storage device and/or a volume in various embodiments. 

The example of FIGS. 4-7 illustrates disk drives that may 
be included in original and current configuration. Generally, 
any type of storage device may be included in various 

35 embodiments. As used herein, a storage device may include 
any sort of computer storage media such as, for example, 
fixed or removable disk drives, compact-disk (CD) or digital 
versatile disk (DVD) drives, external disk drives (including 
solid state drives that comprise non-volatile memory such as 

40 Flash memory) coupled via a peripheral interface, tape 
drives, etc. 

FIG. 4 illustrates an example of the embodiment of the 
user interface at initialization of the mapping tool. In the 
illustrated embodiment, the interface may include a title bar 

45 90 that indicates that the window is displaying the mapping 
tool 28, a menu bar 92, a tool bar 94, an original layout panel 
96, and a new layout panel 98, and a bottom bar 100 that 
displays a key to the color codes in the panels 96 and 98 as 
well as a done button 102. The example may include, in 

50 some cases, terms used in the Microsoft Windows™ oper
ating system. Other embodiments may use the various Unix 
operating systems or any other operating system or volume 
manager. If a right button click has occurred (that is, the right button 

has been depressed and released in rapid succession), the 
mapping tool 28 may display a drop-down menu (block 70). 55 

Additionally, the volume identified by the cursor may be 
selected, and any selection from the drop-down menu may 

Within each of the panels 96 and 98, graphical elements 
represent the disk drives (or more briefly "disks") included 
in the corresponding configuration. For example, in FIG. 4, 
boxes 104A-104C may represent 3 disks in the original 
configuration, in the panel 96. The boxes 106A-106D may 
similarly represent 4 disks in the new configuration, in the 

be applied to the selected volume. The drop-down menu 
may include any desired actions. In the present embodiment, 
the menu may include a properties item, a map item, and an 60 

unmap item. If the user selects the properties item (decision 
block 72, "yes" leg), the mapping tool 28 may display a 
properties box listing the attributes of the selected volume 
(block 74). The attributes may include, for example, size, 
type, attributes, space used in the volume, etc. If the user 65 

selects the map item (decision block 76, "yes" leg), the 
mapping tool 28 may launch the map wizard to guide the 

panel 98. The number of disks in the original and new 
configurations may vary from computer system to computer 
system, and the original configuration may have more or 
fewer disks than the new configuration. 

Each box 104A-104C and 106A-106D may include text 
that may describe one or more of: a name of the disk (e.g. 
disk 0, disk 1, etc. in FIG. 4) for user convenience, a size of 
the disk, and, in the case of the disks in the original 
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configuration, a type (e.g. basic or dynamic, for a Microsoft 
Windows™ embodiment). Additionally, each box 104A-
104C and 106A-106D may include additional graphical 
elements (e.g. boxes 10SA-10SL in FIG. 4) representing the 
volumes mapped to each disk and, optionally, a box 10SA- 5 

10SL per disk representing the free space on that disk. Each 
box 10SA-10SLmay include text describing the volume and 
the size, in the illustrated embodiment. Additionally, each 
box may include a color code in the illustrated embodiment, 
identifying the type of volume according to the key shown 10 

in the bottom bar 100. That is, the key includes the same 
colors used in the color code, and text identifYing the 
corresponding volume type. For example, in the illustrated 
embodiment, the color code for each volume may be a 15 

colored bar (e.g. reference numeral 110 in box 10SG). 

12 
to remove any modifications to the new configuration). 
Other embodiments may include other menus or menu 
items, as desired. 

FIG. 5 illustrates the example of FIG. 4 and the dragging 
and dropping of a volume from the original configuration 
(panel 96) to the new configuration (panel 9S). In the 
example, the volume F: (box lOSE) is selected and is 
dragged to the new configuration (particularly disk 1, box 
106B). The heavy dotted arrow 114 illustrates the dragging 
of the volume. In some embodiments, the volume box may 
be displayed in ghosted form (e.g. box 112, shown in dotted 
form to represent ghosting) as it is dragged. In other embodi
ments' the volume box may be show in normal form, not 
show at all, or shown in any other desired form as it is 
dragged. 

FIG. 6 illustrates the example of FIG. 4 and a drop down 
menu. In this example, the user has right-clicked on the 
volume E: (box 10SG) and a drop down menu 116 has been 
shown. The drop down menu 116 may include at least the 

FIG. 4 uses various types of fill to represent different 
colors on the colored bars. In actual implementation, differ
ent colors may be used. Alternatively, different fill may be 
used in other embodiments. Thus, the original configuration 
in the example of FIG. 4 may include: (i) the C: partition 
(box 10SA) and volume H: (box 10SB) as primary partitions 

20 map, unmap, and properties items, in the embodiment of 
FIG. 6. Other menu items may be included as desired in 
various embodiments. 

FIG. 7 is an example illustrating the same original con
figuration (panel 96) as in FIG. 4, and an exemplary set of 

on disk 0 (box 104A), and the remaining space on disk 0 
may be free space (box 10SC); (ii) the volume E: may be a 
striped volume (boxes 10SD and 10SG) across disks 1 and 
2 (boxes 104B-104C); the volumes F: and G: may be simple 
volumes on disk 1 (box 104B); and the remainder of disks 
1 and 2 may be free space (box 10SH for disk 2, box not 
shown on disk 1 for space reasons on the drawing). Since 
FIG. 4 illustrates the state at initialization, each of the disks 
o to 4 (boxes 106A-106D) in the new configuration (panel 
9S) are free space (boxes 10SI-10SL). Each of the free space 
boxes 10SC, 10SH, and 10SI-10SL may be color-coded as 
unallocated. 

25 new mappings selected by a user for the new configuration 
(paneI9S). In this example, the user had created a C: primary 
partition (box 10SM) on disk 0 (box 106A). The user has 
also converted the primary partition H: (box 10SB) to a 
RAID-5 volume across all of the disks (boxes 10SN, 10SP, 

30 10SQ, and 10SR). Volume F: (box lOSE) has been converted 
from a simple volume to a mirrored volume (boxes lOSS and 
lOST) on disks 1-2 (boxes 106B-106C). Volume E: (boxes 
10SD and 10SG) has been converted from a striped volume 
to a mirrored volume (boxes 10SU and 10SV) on disks 2-3 

35 (boxes 106C-106D). Also, in this case, the user has not 
elected to map the volume G: (box 10SF) to the new 
configuration. If the user so chooses, the user may commit 
the new configuration and exclude the volume G: from the 

In the illustrated embodiment, each box 10SA-10SL 
within a given box 104A-104C or 106A-106D may be the 
same size for ease of viewing. Thus, as new volume boxes 
10SA-10SL are added to a disk box 106A-106D, the size of 
the volume boxes may change. In other embodiments, the 40 

size of the boxes 1 OSA -1 OSL may be proportional to the size 
of the corresponding volume as a portion of the total space 
on the corresponding disk. 

new configuration. 
In the illustrated embodiment, each of the disks 0-3 

(boxes 106A-106D) has remaining free space, illustrated by 
boxes 10SI, 10SJ, and 10SL for disks 0, 1, and 3, respec
tively. The free space box for disk 2 is not shown for space 
reasons in the figure. 

As mentioned above, in some embodiments a quick map 
feature may be provided (e.g. as a menu item under the 
action menu). The quick map feature may be provided to 
automatically map the volumes from the original configu
ration to the new configuration without changing the 

The done button 102 may be pressed by the user to 
commit the modifications to the new configuration (that is, 45 

to take the "yes" leg of decision block 54 in the flowchart of 
FIG. 2). For example, the user may move the mouse to place 
the cursor over the done button 102, and may depress the left 
mouse button, to commit the modifications. Alternatively, 
the user may use the tab key on a keyboard to tab until the 
done button 102 is highlighted and then may press the enter 
key to commit the modifications. 

The tool bar 94 may provide various tools for the user's 
convenience. In the illustrated embodiment, for example, the 
tool bar 94 includes zoom in and zoom out tools as well as 55 

50 attributes of the volumes. By using the quick map feature, 
most of the work of mapping the volumes to disks may be 
done. The user may then unmap volumes or modify volumes 
as desired using the result of the quick map. 

tools to view the original and new configurations stacked (as 
shown in FIG. 4) or side by side. The menu bar 92 may 
provide various menus for use by the user. For example, the 
view menu may permit changing of the view to stacked or 
side to side, similar to the tools on the tool bar 94. Addi- 60 

tionally, an action menu may include various actions that 
may be initiated by the user. In some embodiments, the 
action menu may include one or more of a quick map item 
(see FIG. S and its description below) or a best fit item (see 
FIG. 9 and its description below). In other embodiments, the 65 

action menu may also include an "uumap all" item that may 
be used to revert to the initial state shown in FIG. 4 (that is, 

FIG. S is a flowchart illustrating one embodiment of the 
quick map feature. The mapping tool 2S may be imple
mented in software. In such embodiments, the mapping tool 
2S may comprise instructions which, when executed, imple
ment the flowchart shown in FIG. S. 

The mapping tool 2S may select a volume from the 
original configuration (block 120). Volumes may be selected 
in any fashion. For example, volumes may be selected in the 
order that they occur in the client configuration file 26. 
Alternatively, the mapping tool 2S may sort the volumes by 
size, and may map the largest volumes first to increase the 
likelihood that all the volumes can be mapped automatically 
(or to increase the number of volumes successfully mapped). 
Since the largest volumes may be the most difficult to fit into 
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the new configuration, mapping them first may increase the 
likelihood of success. The smaller volumes may fill the 
remaining space on the disks in the new configuration. In yet 
another alternative, the mapping tool 28 may sort by com
plexity of the volume and may map the more complex 
volumes first. More complex volumes (e.g. mirrored, 
striped, spanned, etc.) may require space on multiple disks 
and thus may be harder to map than simpler volumes. In still 
another alternative, the mapping tool 28 may sort by both 
size and by complexity of the volume, and may map the 10 

largest and/or most complex volumes first. 
The mapping tool 28 may determine a suitable location 

for the selected volume in the new configuration (block 
122). Locations may be selected in any fashion. For 
example, the disks in the new configuration may be consid- 15 

ered in the order listed in the new configuration. If the 
volume fits on a given disk, it may be mapped to that disk. 
Alternatively, disks may be sorted by size, speed, etc. 

If a suitable location is found (decision block 124, "yes" 
leg), the mapping tool 28 may update the temporary repre- 20 

sentation of the new configuration to reflect mapping of the 
volume to the location (block 126). If additional volumes 
from the original configuration remain to be processed 
(decision block 128, "no" leg), the mapping tool 28 may 
return to block 120 and select the next volume. Otherwise, 25 

the quick map feature is finished (decision block 128, "yes" 
leg). 

In some cases, a suitable location for the selected volume 
may not be found (decision block 124, "no" leg). For 
example, a large volume may not find enough space on a 30 

disk to be mapped. A complex volume may not find enough 
space on two or more disks to be mapped. If a suitable 
location may not be found, the mapping tool 28 may 
optionally inform the user (block 130). For example, a pop 
window may be used to provide a message to the user, a log 35 

file may be updated, etc. The mapping tool 28 may not 
update the temporary representation of the new configura
tion and may continue with the next volume (if any). As an 
alternative to informing the user of unsuccessful mappings 
during operation, the mapping tool may inform the user 40 

when the automatic mapping is complete (that is, at decision 
block 128, "yes" leg in FIG. 8). 

In one embodiment, the flowchart of FIG. 8 may be part 
of the implementation of accepting user input (block 46 in 
FIG. 2). Once the quick map feature exits, in embodiments 45 

in which the quick map feature is part of the implementation 
of accepting user input, the updated temporary representa
tion may be displayed for the user (after optional validation 
checking, etc.). 

As mentioned above, in some embodiments a best fit 50 

feature may be provided (e.g. as a menu item under the 
action menu). The best fit feature may be provided to 
automatically map the volumes from the original configu
ration to the new configuration, attempting to optimize the 
mapping based on one or more user-selected attributes. That 55 

is, the volume attributes may be changed as part of the best 
fit feature. By using the best fit feature, most of the work of 
mapping the volumes to disks may be done. The user may 
then unmap volumes or modifY volumes as desired using the 
result of the best fit. 60 

14 
in various embodiments. For example, optimization based 
on protection or performance may be provided. Options to 
maximize size or minimize size may also be provided. A 
user may, in some embodiments, select more than one option 
for optimization. 

Once the user has selected the best fit options, the 
mapping tool 28 may apply various heuristics to optimize 
based on the selected options (block 142). For example, if 
optimization based on protection is selected, the mapping 
tool 28 may attempt to map each volume to a RAID-5 
volume. If disk space on the new configuration does not 
permit RAID-5 volumes (or if there are not enough disks to 
implement RAID-5 or the client 18 doesn't support RAID-
5), the mapping tool 28 may attempt to convert each volume 
to mirrored volumes or other RAID levels. If optimization 
based on performance is selected, the mapping tool 28 may 
attempt to map the volumes to striped volumes on two or 
more disks. If both optimizations are selected, the mapping 
tool 28 may attempt to convert each volume to both striped 
and either RAID or mirrored. If the maximize size option is 
selected, the mapping tool 28 may increase the size of the 
volumes to consume the space available on the disks in the 
client 18. If the minimize size option is selected, the map
ping tool 28 may shrink the size of each volume to a 
minimum size for that volume while still providing enough 
storage to store the data backed up from that volume. 

Once the optimization is complete, the mapping tool 28 
may update the temporary representation of the new con
figuration to reflect the mappings generated via the optimi
zation (block 144). In one embodiment, the flowchart of 
FIG. 9 may be part of the implementation of accepting user 
input (block 46 in FIG. 2). Once the best fit feature exits, in 
embodiments in which the best fit feature is part of the 
implementation of accepting user input, the updated tempo
rary representation may be displayed for the user (after 
optional validation checking, etc.). 

The above description has provided various details for an 
embodiment of the mapping tool 28 used to map volumes 
from an original configuration corresponding to a backed-up 
computer system to a new configuration corresponding to a 
client on which the backup is to be restored. However, other 
embodiments of the mapping tool may be used in other 
envirouments. For example, the mapping tool 28 may be 
used in a volume manager product. The original configura
tion may be the current configuration of volumes on a 
computer system managed by the volume manager. The new 
configuration may be a potential modification to the current 
configuration that is being modeled by the user. Once the 
user commits the modifications, the modified volume map
pings may be created on the computer system. Similarly, a 
file system product may use the mapping tool 28, and the 
resources being mapped may be filesystems onto volumes. 
The original configuration may be the current filesystem 
configuration, and the new configuration may be a potential 
modification to the filesystem being considered by the user. 
In either the volume manager or file system case, a certain 
amount of disk space may be reserved for copying data to 
effect the changes. Alternatively, copying may be done 
through memory in the computer system. 

In another embodiment, the mapping tool 28 may be used 
in a provisioning system (e.g. the VERITAS OpForce™ 
product). A provisioning system maintains a set of images of 
software resources for computer systems (including operat
ing system, application software, etc.) and may remotely 

FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating one embodiment of the 
best fit feature. The mapping tool 28 may be implemented in 
software. In such embodiments, the mapping tool 28 may 
comprise instructions which, when executed, implement the 
flowchart shown in FIG. 9. 

The mapping tool 28 may present the user with the best 
fit options (block 140). Any set of options may be provided 

65 provision a computer system with a selected image. Typi
cally, the images are created by installing the desired soft
ware on a computer system (either through provisioning or 
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manual installation) and a snapshot of the disk(s) in the 
computer system is taken to capture the image. If a new 
image is desired, a system is provisioned and a new snapshot 
is taken. Using the mapping tool 28, an image to be modified 
may be displayed as the original configuration (e.g. various 
operating system and application software components may 
be displayed) and a new configuration may be created by the 
user from the original configuration with the desired modi
fications. 

16 
resources from the first computer system configuration 
and insert the data in the second computer system 
configuration; and 

provide an automatic mapping of resources from the first 
computer system configuration to the second computer 
system configuration, wherein the first computer sys
tem configuration corresponds to a backed-up com
puter system and the second computer system configu-
ration corresponds to a computer system that the 
backup is being restored to. 

2. The computer accessible storage medium as recited in 
claim 1 wherein the mechanism comprises a drag and drop 
mechanism. 

In yet another embodiment, various configuration soft- 10 

ware (for either software installation, such as Microsoft 
Windows™ add/delete software function, or for hardware 
configuration, such as various hardware configuration wiz
ards) may employ the mapping tool 28. The original con
figuration may be a default configuration/installation, and 
the user may customize the new configuration using the 
original configuration and making any desired changes. 

3. The computer accessible storage medium as recited in 
15 claim 1 wherein the mechanism comprises a copy and paste 

mechanism. 

Accordingly, in general, each of the original configuration 
and the new configuration may comprise a plurality of 
computer system resources, where the computer system 20 

resources may comprise any combination of software, soft
ware configuration, and/or hardware configuration. 

Tuming now to FIG. 10, a block diagram of a computer 
accessible medium 150 is shown. Generally speaking, a 
computer accessible medium may include any media acces- 25 

sible by a computer during use to provide instructions and/or 
data to the computer. For example, a computer accessible 
medium may include storage media such as magnetic or 
optical media, e.g., disk (fixed or removable), CD-ROM, or 
DVD-ROM, CD-R, CD-RW, DVD-R, DVD-RW, volatile or 30 

non-volatile memory media such as RAM (e.g. synchronous 
dynamic RAM (SDRAM), Rambus DRAM (RDRAM), 
static RAM (SRAM), etc.), ROM, Flash memory, non
volatile memory (e.g. Flash memory) accessible via a 
peripheral interface such as the Universal Serial Bus (USB) 35 

interface, etc., as well as media accessible via transmission 
media or signals such as electrical, electromagnetic, or 
digital signals, conveyed via a communication medium such 
as a network and/or a wireless link. The computer accessible 
medium 150 in FIG. 10 may be encoded with the mapping 40 

tool 28. The mapping tool 28 may comprise instructions 
which, when executed, implement the functionality 
described herein for the software. Generally, the computer 
accessible medium 150 may store any set of instructions 
which, when executed, implement a portion or all of the 45 

flowcharts shown in one or more of FIGS. 2-3 and 8-9. In 
some embodiments, a computer accessible medium similar 
to the computer accessible medium 150 may be included in 
a client 18 and/or the BMR server 10. 

Numerous variations and modifications will become 50 

apparent to those skilled in the art once the above disclosure 
is fully appreciated. It is intended that the following claims 
be interpreted to embrace all such variations and modifica
tions. 

What is claimed is: 55 

1. A computer accessible storage medium comprising a 
plurality of instructions which, when executed: 

present a graphical view of a first computer system 
configuration comprising a first plurality of computer 
system resources; 60 

concurrent with presenting the graphical view of the first 
computer system configuration, present a graphical 
view of a second computer system configuration com
prising a second plurality of computer system 
resources; 65 

provide a mechanism to capture data representing at least 
a first resource of the first plurality of computer system 

4. The computer accessible storage medium as recited in 
claim 1 wherein the mechanism comprises a wizard config
ured to guide a user through a set of steps to capture and 
insert. 

5. The computer accessible storage medium as recited in 
claim 4 wherein the set of steps further comprises providing 
the user with an opportunity to modify one or more prop
erties of the first resource. 

6. The computer accessible storage medium as recited in 
claim 1 wherein the plurality of instructions, when executed, 
further provide a mechanism to modifY one or more prop
erties of the first resource. 

7. The computer accessible storage medium as recited in 
claim 1 wherein the first plurality of computer system 
resources comprises a first layout of one or more volumes on 
one or more storage devices, and wherein the second plu
rality of computer system resources comprises a second 
layout of one or more volumes on one or more storage 
devices. 

8. The computer accessible storage medium as recited in 
claim 7 wherein the mechanism captures data representing a 
first volume from the first layout and inserts the data in the 
second layout. 

9. The computer accessible storage medium as recited in 
claim 8 wherein the mechanism permits modification of one 
or more attributes of the first volume. 

10. The computer accessible storage as recited in claim 1 
wherein the second computer system configuration is a 
proposed configuration being developed by a user, and 
wherein modifications to the second computer system con-
figuration are displayed in the graphical view but are not 
implemented on a target computer system until the user 
commits the modifications. 

11. The computer accessible storage medium as recited in 
claim 1 wherein the automatic mapping includes attempting 
to optimize one or more user-selected properties. 

12. A method comprising: 
presenting a graphical view of a first computer system 

configuration comprising a first plurality of computer 
system resources, wherein the first computer system 
configuration corresponds to a backup of a computer 
system; 

concurrently with presenting the graphical view of the 
first computer system, presenting a graphical view of a 
second computer system configuration comprising a 
second plurality of computer system resources, wherein 
the second computer system configuration corresponds 
to a target computer system on which a restore is to be 
performed; and 

providing a mechanism to capture data representing at 
least a first resource of the first plurality of computer 
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system resources from the first computer system con
figuration and insert the data in the second computer 
system configuration. 

13. The method as recited in claim 12 wherein the 
mechanism comprises a drag and drop mechanism. 

14. The method as recited in claim 12 wherein the 
mechanism comprises a wizard configured to guide a user 
through a set of steps to capture and insert. 

15. The method as recited in claim 12 further comprising 
providing a mechanism to modifY one or more properties of 10 

the first resource. 
16. The method as recited in claim 12 wherein the second 

computer system configuration is a proposed configuration 
being developed by a user, the method further comprising: 

displaying modifications to the second computer system 15 

configuration in the graphical view; and 

18 
concurrent with presenting the graphical view of the first 

configuration, present a graphical view of a second 
configuration comprising a second one or more vol
umes to a second one or more storage devices; and 

provide a mechanism to capture data representing at least 
a first volume from the first configuration and insert the 
data in the second configuration, wherein the first 
configuration corresponds to a backed-up computer 
system and the second configuration corresponds to a 
computer system that the backup is being restored to. 

24. The computer accessible storage medium as recited in 
claim 23 wherein the mechanism comprises a drag and drop 
mechanism. 

25. The computer accessible storage medium as recited in 
claim 23 wherein the mechanism comprises a copy and paste 
mechanism. implementing the modifications on a target computer 

system responsive to the user committing the modifi
cations. 

17. The method as recited in claim 12 further comprising 
automatically mapping resources from the first computer 
system configuration to the second computer system con
figuration. 

26. The computer accessible storage medium as recited in 
claim 23 wherein the mechanism comprises a wizard con-

20 figured to guide a user through a set of steps to capture and 

18. The method as recited in claim 12 further comprising 
mapping resources from the first computer system configu- 25 

ration to the second computer system configuration, the 
mapping comprising attempting to optimize one or more 
user-selected properties. 

19. A computer system configured, during use, to concur
rently present a user of the computer system with graphical 30 

views of a first computer system configuration comprising a 
first plurality of computer system resources and a second 
computer system configuration comprising a second plural-
ity of computer system resources, and wherein the computer 
system is further configured to provide the user with a 35 

mechanism to capture data representing at least a first 
resource of the first plurality of computer system resources 
from the first computer system configuration and insert the 
data in the second computer system configuration, and 
wherein the mechanism does not permit the user to change 40 

the first computer system configuration, and wherein the first 
computer system configuration corresponds to a backed-up 
computer system and the second computer system configu
ration corresponds to a computer system that the backup is 
being restored to. 45 

20. The computer system as recited in claim 19 wherein 
the first computer system configuration and the second 
computer system configuration are configurations of a target 
computer system to which the computer system is coupled 
during use. 

21. The computer system as recited in claim 19 further 
configured to provide the user with a mechanism to modify 
one or more properties of the first resource. 

50 

22. The computer system as recited in claim 19 wherein 
the second computer system configuration is a proposed 55 

configuration being developed by the user, and wherein the 
computer system is configured to display modifications to 
the second computer system configuration in the graphical 
view of the second computer system configuration, and 
wherein the computer system is configured to implement the 60 

modifications on a target computer system responsive to the 
user committing the modifications. 

23. A computer accessible medium comprising a plurality 
of instructions which, when executed: 

present a graphical view of a first configuration compris- 65 

ing a first one or more volumes mapped to a first one 
or more storage devices; 

insert. 

27. The computer accessible storage medium as recited in 
claim 23 wherein the plurality of instructions, when 
executed, further provide a mechanism to modify one or 
more attributes of the first volume. 

28. The computer accessible storage medium as recited in 
claim 23 wherein the second configuration is a proposed 
configuration being developed by a user, and wherein modi
fications to the second configuration are displayed in the 
graphical view but are not implemented on a target computer 
system until the user commits the modifications. 

29. The computer accessible storage medium as recited in 
claim 23 wherein the plurality of instructions, when 
executed, further provide an automatic mapping of from the 
first configuration to the second configuration. 

30. The computer accessible storage medium as recited in 
claim 23 wherein the plurality of instructions, when 
executed, further provide a mapping from the first configu
ration to the second configuration, including attempting to 
optimize one or more user-selected properties. 

31. A computer accessible storage medium comprising a 
plurality of instructions which, when executed: 

present a graphical view of a first computer system 
configuration comprising a first plurality of computer 
system resources; 

concurrent with presenting the graphical view of the first 
computer system configuration, present a graphical 
view of a second computer system configuration com
prising a second plurality of computer system 
resources; and 

provide a mechanism to capture data representing at least 
a first resource of the first plurality of computer system 
resources from the first computer system configuration 
and insert the data in the second computer system 
configuration, wherein the second computer system 
configuration is a proposed configuration being devel
oped by a user, and wherein modifications to the second 
computer system configuration are displayed in the 
graphical view but are not implemented on a target 
computer system until the user commits the modifica
tions, and wherein the first computer system configu
ration corresponds to a backed-up computer system and 
the second computer system configuration corresponds 
to a computer system that the backup is being restored 
to. 
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32. The computer accessible storage medium as recited in 
claim 31 wherein the plurality of instructions, when 
executed, validate the second computer system configura
tion. 

33. The computer accessible storage medium as recited in 
claim 32 wherein the validation is perfonned during the 
development of the proposed configuration. 

34. The computer accessible storage medium as recited in 
claim 32 wherein the validation is perfonned subsequent to 
the commit. 

35. The computer accessible storage medium as recited in 
claim 31 wherein the plurality of instructions, when 
executed, further provide a mechanism to modify one or 
more properties of the first resource. 

20 
resources comprises a first layout of one or more volumes on 
one or more storage devices, and wherein the second plu
rality of computer system resources comprises a second 
layout of one or more volumes on one or more storage 
devices. 

37. The computer accessible storage medium as recited in 
claim 36 wherein the mechanism captures data representing 
a first volume from the first layout and inserts the data in the 

10 second layout. 

38. The computer accessible storage medium as recited in 
claim 37 wherein the mechanism pennits modification of 
one or more attributes of the first volume. 

36. The computer accessible storage medium as recited in 15 

claim 31 wherein the first plurality of computer system * * * * * 




